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Licensed clinical psychologist, intuitive counselor, and upcoming Bravo celebrity Carmen Harra

shows readers the power of karma!When it comes to our interactions with family, friends, and the

people we live with or work with, the drama can be overwhelming and confusing if we arenâ€™t

guided by loveâ€”the karmic cure for every hurt, rift, misunderstanding, conflict, and betrayal. In her

new book Karma Queen: The Truth About Karma and Relationships, Carmen Harra draws upon her

knowledge of psychology and metaphysics, her experience as a therapist and counselor, and her

own relationships to help readers untangle the complexities of their relationships and get the most

out of them.This book applies Carmenâ€™s ideas to all types of relationships, because she firmly

believes that karma affects every relationship in our livesâ€”including whether we ever meet our soul

mate. Rich in practical, solid advice, the book will also feature stories drawn from Carmen's new

reality show and from her life.
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Dr. Carmen Harra, and Alexandra Harra offer the reader truthful and effective ways to look at old

stories and programming to create marvelous new life patterns and wonderful Karma to improve the

quality of their relationships, health, financial prosperity, and to find Self Love at a level that can

change their lives and the lives of those around them. Karma, as we know, is the accumulation of

our thoughts, intentions and actions, and is the memory of the "soul". Our physical life offers us the

opportunity to reverse, change and heal old karmic blockages and to develop a greater awareness

of important universal values such as compassion, love, abundance, developing spiritual talents and



gifts and appreciating the world of the physical and spiritual dimensions. READ THIS BOOK to learn

about the four types of love relationships; karmic, transitory, soulful, compromise, karmic timing,

obsession, toxic and positive relationships, and how to create more love in your life. Recognize that

you are in charge of your thoughts and emotions and if you find yourself trapped in a cycle of bad

relationships, you do have the ability to develop a greater sense of self worth to change and

improve any situation. Dr. Harra, as a Master Spiritual Teacher, provides us with a very clear

evaluation of The Universal Energy Laws, as well as The Laws of Karma, showing us how to use

this knowledge in ways for personal success and to improve the world condition.

I've owned all of Carmen's books and this is the first I own that was co-written with her daughter.

The book is well written and is a very good guide on how to self improve in the one area that

matters to us most... Our relationships! Love is the most important thing on this earth, and with their

help, you'll find it.

worst book in many years. this is an autobiography of Carmen harra and her daughter with all kind

of strange storiesmaybe if you believe 100% in karma and reencarnation this book might have some

sensei think there is nothing to learn.total loss of time

I pitched this book twice. Carmen Harra is a very clear writer. She is blessed with the gift of second

sight and she doesn't write as if she has that gift. The book is very helpful. It's good to know that

everything you do in s relationship may/will come back to you. If you don't get the actions that you

do in your current relationship, it will come back to you in another relationship. Always keep that in

mind.

I love this book! "The Karma Queens' Guide to Relationships contains unique information, which

helped me to answer questions about various aspects of my life. Knowledge, disclosed in the book,

provides an opportunity to understand my relationships and also gives me advices of how to help

me to rethink my own perception of the events, happened to me in my life. Dr. Carmen Harra and

Alexandra Harra explain complex subjects simply and clear, showing deep knowledge on this

matter.

What an interesting book! This thought-provoking book will help you look at all your relationships

from a new perspective based on psychology and metaphysics. A must for your library!



I LOVED this book! Carmen has a "big picture" view of the world -- and helps you understand "why"

certain things occur... and the best way to navigate challenging life situations without giving up

and/or going off the deep end.She is a very spiritual, down to earth and beautiful writer (if all those

things can be combined) that is rare to find these days. I am not sure why -- but I definitely felt better

after I read her book. Having lead an extremely interesting life, she has great life advice -- that I am

sure everyone can learn from.

A book of wisdom about love relationships and a book I highly recommend to everyone who wants

to be in a better place in their lives.I've learned a lot and it was so much fun reading it.What a great

experience which I'm grateful for.Very well written and easy to comprehend.Donna
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